
Placement paper of Satyam - 12-2-05

Satyam Test

Venue: KITS,Bhubaneswar

Date: 11th, 12th Feb, 2005

Branches : BE(All branches),MCA

Eligibility : 65 % in BE for 2004 batch, 60% in BE for 2005 batch

No of ppl appeared: 5600

No of ppl selected after two written test: 700

No of ppl selected after GD: 256

Finally selected after interview: 106

Pattern:

1st round: quantitative and analytical 15 ques (30min)

questions quite easy from speed and time, profit loss, probability, area, ages�..

R.S.Agarwal type questions.

Cut off was 6 or 7 out of 15. Don�t guess b�coz negative marking (-1/4) is there.

train travels at 45km/hr . if it has stations at between it travels at 54km/hr. how long does it wait at stations?

ques from probability.dont rem ques

another probably ques

A sell something at 20% profit to B.Bsell it at 10% profit to C.C pays Rs X(don�t rem exact values). Find CP of A?

A small passage given n 4 options given. find which in the conclusion drawn from passage

age of father is m times age of son�(don�t rem)

a rectangular plot having length 16m and width 40m.A pavement of area X has to b made around it.find the width of pavement?

average age of 14students is X.average age of first 6 n captain is Y.avg age of next 7 n captain is Z. find age of captain.

Four boxes are either marked truthfully or falsely.no 2 truth boxes or false boxes r kept together.

A: this box has gold

B: this box does not hav gold

C: this box does not hav gold

D: this box does not hav gold

Which box has gold in it? Ans:C

10.A graph was given abt the growth of a company n question related 2 it 2 find the year in which company made max profit .

11. 6 ppl can eat 6 sticks in 6 days. How long will 3 ppl take to eat 3 sticks?

12. A passage was given and to draw conclusion.2 questions were given.

Sorry frnds.I don�t remember any thing more.

2nd round: verbal ability 30 ques (30min)

Some were quite easy n some were difficuly.Included antonyms n syn,fill in blanks, find correct sentences,2 passages n 3 ques 

from each passage.

No negative marking.I don�t think the cut off was high . quite easy 2 clear this round.

3rd round: GD

10 ppl in one group

Topics :

-qualification of politicians

-indias defence spending

- parliamentary form of govt.

- iraq war

-valentines day

-indian or western outfits in schools

-women as managers

-environment -whose responsibility?

4th round : interview( HR and Technical combined )

.There were two people in the panel, one tech and another HR

HR question were mainly like � describe ur self?

- why satyam?

- why should we take u?

- wat type of people u want 2 work with?

- Some cases �

- Abt bond

Abt Technical questions CS students were asked very funda ques.
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